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The Approximation of Flows 
Let U, C. he two strongly continuous one-parameter groups of hounded 
operators on a Banach space X \vItll corresponding infinitesimal generators S, T. 
We prove the following: U, l’t O(t), t - 0, if and only if U 1.; 
U, - 17, :-- O(ta),t+O,withO-. rs: l,ifandonlyifS- l&T--P)Q ‘, 
where 0, P, are bounded operators on X such that 11 U,R DU, ;/ = O(ta), 
N: U,P ~ PC’, O(P), t +O; l’, ~~ I-, 1; O(t) if and only if Sx T‘ 
has a bounded extension to X *. Further results of this nature are inferred for 
semigroups, reflexive spaces, Hilhert spaces, and \‘on Neumann algebras. 
1. TYTHODLJCTION 
‘l’he dynamics of physical systems arc usually described by groups, or semi- 
groups, of transformations C-‘, which leave an underlying space, 9, of kinematic 
states invariant. The space is normally equipped with one or more topologies, 
and the flows are assumed to be given by bounded operators on X, and to be 
continuous in some sense. In particular, one can associate with each such flow 
an infinitesimal generator S by 
S = -dC,!dt i,mmo , 
where the sense of the derivative is determined by the nature of continuitv 
assumed. 
Perturbation theory describes neighharing flows in terms of properties of 
their generators. For example, if G, T’ are flows with generators S, T, then C is 
defined to be a perturbation of I’, and vice versa, if $5’ ~ T is a bounded operator, 
or if it is relatively bounded by S or T. In an interesting recent article [I], 
Buchholz and Roberts have raised the question of characterizing neighboring 
flows directly. They propose the definition that c’ is a perturbation of l-, 
and vice versa, if 
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Further they analyze the implications of this definition for the generators S, 
T of c’, l_ in various instances where f  is equipped with an algebraic structure. 
In this note we extend this type of analysis to the general setting of groups 
and semigroups on Banach space. T\‘e consider classes of groups such that 
with 0 -; a -:I I. In particular, we study the saturation class a: ~~ I. The term 
saturation class is borrowed from approximation theory [2]. Its motivation lies 
in the fact that 
~ [,‘[ - I’, 1 2: o(t), f  -f 0, 
if and only if c == I,- (Theorem 1). Under suitable conditions on U, I’, X, 
we prove that C, V are elements of the saturation class if and only if their 
generators differ by a bounded operator (Theorem 2 and corollaries). 
These results apply to flows on a Hilbert space A?, or a von Neumann algebra 
A. In both cases we obtain characterizations of all the above approximation 
classes. To describe the von Neumann algebra situation WC rely to a large 
extent on the results of Buchholtz and Roberts [I] whose analysis contains an 
algebraic aspect which we do not investigate. 
2. APPROXIMATION OF GROUPS AND SEMIGROUPS 
Let X denote a Banach space, X* its dual, and Y(X) the bounded operators 
on X. 
X C, semigroup L; := {Uotao is a family of operators on X such that U, E Z(X), 
r;l, =: 1, U,Ti, := CTsVt for all S, t 3 0, and, further 
It follows from these hypothesis that /~ U, ‘1 < Mexp(wt~ for some pair (M, W) 
with&!> 1, w 20. 
If  U, is defined and satisfies the C, semigroup properties for all t E Iw then 
U is a C, group. 
The infinitesimal generator S of a C, semigroup U is defined by 
where the domain D(S) of S is the set of A E X for which the (strong) limit 
exists. The strong and weak derivatives of a C,, semigroup actually coincide, and 
hence the weak limit can also be used in this definition (for further details see, 
for example, [2-41). 
Let U be a C,, semigroup on X, and introduce the adjoint semigroup U* : : 
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IX., lI* is weak*-continuous. \Ve refer to a semigroup obtained in this manner 
as a (C,)” semigroup. If  S is the generator of I-, then S* is the weak”-generator 
of U*, i.e., the weak*-derivative of LT:‘” at the origin. Although c” is on]!- weak*- 
continuous, it follows that the set of elements f~ f* for which t -+ r:,yf is 
strongly continuous forms a strongly closed, weak--dense, subspace .t’“(L!) of 
3”. Further L)(V) C X*( c-) (for details on (C,,)” semigroups, see [2, 51). 
\l’e now consider C,, groups and semigroups which approximate each other. 
THEOREM 1. Let IJ’, 1-, be two C, semigroups on the Banach space X with 
generators S, T. It follows that : c-, - E’, !j o(t), t ---f 0, if and onbj if c.’ z-m 1.. 
If U, V, are C,, poups, the following conditions are equivalent for each 0 <I CL -’ I. 
(1) 1’ c’, - L, ‘i o(t’), t --+ 0. 
(2) There exist P, 12 E Y(X) with Q inoertible such that 
.c Q( 7’ + P)Q-‘, 
and 
b[Lr, , q ~-- O(P), t --f 0, 
/![I/‘, , Z’]ii :: O(P), f  - 0. 
Proof. Consider the first statement. The sufficiency is obvious. To prove 
the necessity, take ,4 E D(T) and note that 
for all f E X”. Hence (1 ~ r’,);l/t has a weak limit as t + 0. This implies 
D(T) C D(S). Interchanging S and T, me find /1(S) C D(T) and hence D(s) : 
D(T). The above estimate also gives SD( II’) TD( T) and hence S 7 T. This 
implies, however, that T_: I 7, because the semigroups are uniquely determined 
by their generators. 
Consider the conditions of the second statement. Let W denote the group 
generated by T + P [3]. One has 
But I] V, - !I’, I, =: O(t) by perturbation theory, and hence 2 3 1. Next 
consider the converse statements. 
Define 
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where t is chosen sufficiently small that .Q is invertible. ‘This is possible by the 
boundedness of /I U, ‘~ and condition (1). Introduce S, b) 
A-, = Q-1 u,L? I,‘-$ . 
One calculates that 
It easily follows from a second application of condition (1) that s :--) A,$ is 
uniformly differentiable with uniform differential 
dX,/ds = Q-1 !vy(( CTe v-, - 1 )/c) I--, . 
Kext we remark that 
zi, = (Qx,fi-l)(Qvv,Q-l), 
and hence 
((I - U,)/t) a4 = Q((1 - I’,)/+4 + Q((i - X,)/t) L’,A. 
If  ;1 E D(T) then the right-hand side converges strongly, and hence QA E D(S). 
R,Ioreover, 
SLL4 = QTL4 + WA, 
where P .- dX,/dt itcO . 
Xext one computes 
J2 Ct - L-J2 = Q( Ut - V,) + (l/e) [s,’ ds U, I/-- 







ds u,I-,y v, . -6 1 
U,Q !: == O(t’l). Finally, 
[G-, )P] = [L-f ) Q-l] (U, VW, - 1)/c + (Q-l/k) { U,( u, - V,) I;_, + Tjc l-,( r;,-- Vt)). 
Hence if Z-, - Vt /j = O(P), one has li[U, , PIi1 = O(t&). This concludes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Remark I. The proof I =S 2 elaborates a method which originates with 
Kagumo [6] and was used to prove that a uniformly continuous semigroup has 
a bounded generator, i.e., Theorem 1 with V = 1. This method is also used by 
Ruchholtz and Roberts [I], who express it as a smoothing of cocycles. 
Remark 2. The conditions of Theorem 1 are also equivalent if O(tn) is 
replaced by o( 1). The proof is unchanged. 
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CIOROLLARP 1. Let U, 1: be strongly continuous one-parameter. groups of 
unitary operators on a Hilbevt space X. The results of Theorem I are valid, but, 
moreover, SI, of condition 2 may be chosen unitaq.. 
Proof. As 9 is invertible, there exists, by polar decomposition, a unitar! 
operator TVt P’(X) and a positive invertible -Y t Y(X) such that .Q IIIY. 
One has 
ldT1 Z’^, 7X (Q-l)* py,Q” _- (Q I)* W&T =: Qw,Q-l, 
where LV( is the group generated by rl’ -1 I’. ‘I’hus W&r*R == BXQM7~ , 01, 
equivalently, ll’,S’ -YaT17, . As S is positive, it follows that W,d\S .YW, ) 
and hence 
1:, w~Yw,~~--‘-‘w l ww,w I. 
‘I’he conditions of Theorem 1 can also be expressed in terms of the dual groups 
ZT*, I:*. Our next aim is to strengthen the above conclusion for (C,,)” groups in 
the special case a: 1. the saturation case. 
THEOREM 2. Let I, J’ be two C,, semigroups on a Ranach space .t’, with 
infinitesimal generators S, 7’. Let U *, 1 7*r denote the associated (C,)” dual semi- 
groups. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(I) ~1 Z’, - r*,;~ --- O(t), t ---f 0, 
(I *) 1; I-,:,* ~ I-,” = O(t), t + 0, 
(2) I:(1 + ~5’)~~ - (1 + ET)-* i: :~m O(E), E --f 0, 
(2*) I’( I + ES*)-l - (1 + ET*)~I / : O(E), E + 0, 
(3) D(S*) = D( T*) and S* - T* is a bounded operator,from II to X -. 
Proof. The equivalences 1 .:1 l* and 2 * 2” follow from the norm con- 
servation of the adjoint operation. 
We begin the remainder of the proof by establishing lx L- 3. 
By assumption there is a S < 0 and X M(6) < 0 such that 
i C,* - 1,” ii/t < M, 0 <I t < 6. 
Now choose f  E D(S*) and consider the family of elements 
One has iIfs 1~ < M ;‘f ~. But bounded subsets of X* are conditionally weak*- 
compact by the theorem of Alaoglu, and hence there exists a weak*-convergent 
subnet ft 1 whose limit, as t, tends to zero, we denote by g. Next note the identity 
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The first term on the right converges to (S*f, rZ), because f~ D(P), and the 
second converges to (g, A). Thus the left-hand side converges. Kow choose 
d E D( 7’) and then the limit of the left-hand side is identified as (f, TL4). Hence 
we have 
(f, T-3) _ (s*f, 4 + (g, 4 P) 
for each .-I E D(T). As the right-hand side is continuous in -4, this implies that 
f~ I)(P). As this conclusion is valid for anyfg D(S*), we have D(S*) C I>( I”“). 
Reversing the roles of S and T in the above argument gives D( TV) C: D(S*) and 
hence II(P) == D(T*). Finally, one has from (*) 
(T* - S”)f = g, f E D(P). 
Hence (Y’, ~ S*)fll < M ,jf~~ for each f~ D(S*) and condition 3 is valid. 
Sext we establish that 3 :.- 2”. As L’, I/ are C’, semigroups, one can find 
(IW, W) such that /I U, 11, j, 1 I’, iI < M exp{wt) for all t ;: 0, and these bounds 
imply that 
(I - ~5’~~ 11, 11(1 f  cT)-l 1~ < iV(l - 6c0-l for 0 < EU < 1 
(see, for example, [2, Theorem 1.3.61). Thus one has 
where we have used jI( 1 + ES*)-~ I/ = I’(1 i l 9-l :I, and D(T*) =: range 
(1 -t CT*)-l. This proves condition 2*. 
Finally, we establish that 2 =j 1. For this we need the higher-order bounds 
I,(1 + ES)-~~ ~1, 11(1 + ET)- ‘L /I < M(I - EU)-‘~ [2, Theorem 1.3.61. Using the 
identitv 
n-1 
XT1 - Y’l =: ,zo s”‘(S - y) y-1 ~1, 
one estimates, for all A E X, that 
11{(1 + .S)-‘, - (1 + ET)-“]A ~1 
< (W j/ A II/(1 - EW)~-~) n I!(1 + cS))l - (1 + ET)- ll’. 
By condition 2 there exist 6 > 0 and MI = M,(S) > 0 such that 
I{(1 + ES))‘” - (1 + ET)-‘“}&4 Jo < (MJP/( I -- EW)7L-1) 1 -4 I, nE 
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for 0 < E < 6. Substituting E t/n, taking the limit of n to infinity,, and using 
the standard algorithms for G, V, one has 
for all t > 0, and B t X. Thus condition 1 is valid and the proof of the theorem 
is complete. 
Remark 3. One cannot conclude that the strong closure of T” ~ S+ is a 
bounded operator on X* because the domain U(SX) is only weak*-dense. 
If  X is reflexive then the weak* and weak topologies coincide. This 
implies that the dual semigroups are weakly, and hence strongly, continuous, 
i.e., C*, V* are C,, semigroups. 
COROLLARY 2. Adopt the assumptions and notations of Theorem 2. Let .X be a 
reflexive Banach space. TEe following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) !I 0; - I Tt 1: O(t), t --, 0, 
(2) D(S) U( 1’) and S - 7’ has a bounded closure. 
This latter conclusion follows by applying Theorem 2 to the C, semigroups 
U* l’* on X*, and noting that Z,- = l”*,’ (CT*)* is (C’,,)” on X with generator 
s, dtc. 
Theorem 2 is the direct analog of an approximation theorem for (C,,)” scmi- 
groups due to De Leeuw [5]. This result, which is partially given in [2, Theorem 
2.1.41, can be stated as follows. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let ll’* be a (CO)” semigroup, on the dual X* of the Banach 
space X, with weak*-generator S*. The following conditions on an element f E Xx 
aye equivalent. 
(1) i/(U,* - l)fl’ = 0(t), t ---f 0, 
(2) :I{(1 +- ES*)-’ - l).f~I = O(E), t + 0, 
(3) f  E WS”) 
This proposition is not valid for a general C, semigroup on a Banach space. 
Counterexamples to a more general form of Proposition 1 can be found as 
follows. Adopt the assumptions of the proposition and let X*(U) denote the 
subspace, of Xx, of strong continuity of 0 .*. I f  CT,,* denotes the restriction of U* 
to X*(U), then U,,” is a C, semigroup. If  S* , S,* are the generators of 77, 
lJ,,*, then one has X*(7,‘) 1 D(S*) r) D(S,,*). Now consider UO* on W*( 7,‘). I f  
f~ D(S*) but f # D(S,*), then one has 
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Thus this latter condition cannot impI!- f~ D(S,,“). Of course, this type of 
construction does not yield a counterexample if X*( t,‘), =-= X. 
A specific example of this structure is given by choosing X = L’(R) and I,’ 
the group of translations, ( LT,jj(.~) : f(~ + t). Then M” L’(R), x*( I/T) 
C(R). The operators S, S’*, S,,” correspond to differentiation and I)(S”) 
consists of the absolutely continuous functions with derivative in L”(R), while 
D(S,,+) consists of the subspace formed b\- the functions whose derivative 
is in C(R). 
C’ounteresamples to Corollary 2 can also be found if the reflexivity of M is 
dropped. For example,’ choose .X ..: C,,(W), C. the group of translations, and .Q 
multiplication by exp{iF(s)). I f  F(s) = 0 for .X < 0; .Y for 0 < x :‘, 2x; and 2~ 
for s :- 27r, then !I I’, - I-, :i = 0(t), but D(S) n D(Q-l SQ) is not dense. 
This also provides a counterexample to more general forms of Theorem 2. 
Proposition I allows the deduction of approximation theorems with a weaker 
form of approximation condition. The simplest case is the following. 
?%EOREM 3. Let U, r be two C, semigroups, on a reflexizse Banach space X, 
with injnitesimal generators S, T, respective/J. The followiy conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) i;(C:, - V,)A ‘( : O(f), f-tO,forallAED(T) 
(2) ii(U, - C-,)(1 -j- ~T)m~l i, = O(t), t + 0, .for 1 > WE ‘,I 0, where 
w is such that I! Vt ~1 < Ail expjwtj. 
(3) D(S) 3 D(T) and for some a, b > 0 
Proof. I --e 3 : I f  A E D(T) 
=- O(l), 
by Proposition 1 and condition 1. Thus A E D(S) by a second application of 
Proposition 1, i.e., D(T) C D(S). But S, T are closed, and hence the bound 
follows from a theorem of HGrmander (see, for example, [4, p. 791). 
3 -:- 2 : For A E D(T) C D(S), 
’ This example is due to the (anonymous) referee. 
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(Ml 9 WJ give bounds associated with Z;. But .iI = (1 -{-- CT)-lZ3 for some 
B E X, and hence 
!l(U, -.- l’,)(l + l T)pl B I; 
:< tll~Mle(w+“‘l)t(a ll(l + l ?‘)-l B / -+ /I T(1 + eT)-l B 11). 
But in the range of E that we consider, i,(I + CT)- l i/ < :11(1 -- COE)~~ and 
1~ T(1 + cT)-l’~ = 1~ 1 - (1 + •T)-~~I/E < e-l + &Z&(1 - ,,)-I. Thus one has 
;(Cl, - Vt)(l + ET)-‘B 11 < t&Z6 I/ B ii 
for all 0 < t < 8 and all B E X, where iVZ8 is a constant, independent of B. 
Thus 2 is valid. 
The implication 2 -- 1 is trivial, and hence the proof is complete. 
Theorem 3 gives conditions under which the “perturbation” S ~ 7’ of 7 
is relatively bounded in the sense of Kato-Rellich. The relative bound of 
S - T, the smallest value for which the inequality of condition 3 is valid, can 
be estimated as 
3. SPECIAL CASES 
In quantum mechanical theories there are two classes of flows which are of 
special significance, unitary flows on Hilbert space and *-automorphisms of von 
Neumann algebras. In this concluding section we explicitly state the implications 
of the foregoing results in these special cases. In the algebraic case we partially 
rely on the results of Buchholz and Roberts [l]. 
A. Hilbert Space Theory 
Let U, U’ be two strongly continuous one-parameter groups of unitary 
operators on a Hilbert space 2 and let H, ZZ’ denote the self-adjoint generators 
of these groups. The following conditions are equivalent. 
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(1) IiG, ~ CT,’ 1 =: O(F), t -j 0, 
(2) IYt’ v  exp{i(ti + P)t}V-1, where P =m P* E Y(Z), 1. is unitary*, 
rind II LTi:,P - PIYf 11 = O(t’), ~j U,V - VC’, 11 =m O(tk) us t --f 0. 
Further, the followiry conditions are equivalent. 
(1) l,C, - L-t’ =:- O(t), t --f 0, 
(2) L’,’ -= exp(i(H + P)tj, where P I:- P* E Y(Z). 
Finally, 4 E D(N) ;f and only if 
The first statement restates Corollary 1. (One may also replace O(F) by 
0( 1)). The second follows from Corollary 2 when one notes that SF is a reflexive 
Banach space, and the third statement follows from Proposition 1 by the same 
remark. 
B. Ihn LVeumann dl’ebra~ 
Let J’?’ denote a von Neumann algebra acting on the Hilbert space &? and 
.‘//, its predual, the normal states over JZ. A group of *-automorphisms, 
t - q of .&’ is u-weakly continuous if t w w(ol,(A)) is continuous for all w E J?‘.+ , 
,4 E 4’. The transpose aT of 01 is defined on JZ* by (orTw)(A) :~: w(q(i2)) and 
aT is weakly, and hence strongly, continuous on &?‘* . Thus aT is a C, group 
on ./Z.+ But a: = (aT)*, and hence 01 is a (C,)* group. The generator 6 of 01 is 
a symmetric (unbounded) derivation of .&‘, i.e., D(S) is a weaklv dense 
*-subalgebra of ,N, containing the identity, and 
S(AB) = S(*4) R -1 AS(B), 
s(A*) = S(A)“, 
for all =1, B E D(8). Such derivations have been characterized in [7]. 
Combining our results with those of Buchholz and Roberts [I], one now 
obtains the following statements concerning the approximation of automorphism 
groups. 
Let 01, 01’ be o-weakly continuous one-parameter groups of “-automorphisms 
of the von Neumann algebra 4’ with generators 6, 6’. The following conditions 
are equivalent for each 0 < /3 < 1. 
(1) ‘~ 01~ - CQ’ j: = O(tB), t ---f 0; 
(2) at == Ucri~l--~ where 0~” is an automorphism group such that 6’ = S -L 6, 
with S,(A) --: i[P, -41 for some P :- P* E .A?’ and all 9 E A!, and u is an inner 
*-automorphism, iY(A-l) mm-~ CiA4 l,--l, where C’ is a unitar?! element of ck‘, and 
:: UOlt - CitU 1: z-Z O(t’), t -j 0. 
580/24:3-6 
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Further, the following: conditions are equivalent. 
(1) II at - at’ ‘I o(t), 1-O; 
(2) 6’ = 6 + 6, , where 6,(A) = i[l’, --I] for some P 
A E dfl. 
The first of these statements follows in a rather straightforward manner from 
the results of Buchholz and Roberts [I]. E ssentially, they exploit various aspects 
of the theory of bounded derivations (see, for example, [g]) to prove that the 
invertible Q occurring in Theorem I can be replaced by an inner automorphism 
in the algebraic case. 
The second statement is a consequence of Theorem 2 and the characterization 
of bounded derivations [g]. 
The final statement follows from Proposition I. 
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